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News AP  
 

Bryan-College Station Chapter of International Association of Administrative Professionals 

 

Message from the President 
 

Ladies, 
 
It’s May and another year is just about complete.  It has been an exciting year 
working with all of you and striving to reach the goals set at the start of the 
year.  One goal was to have an ending bank balance of $10,000 + by June 30, 2013.  This looks very 
favorable at this time.  We have also met the requirements to receive Chapter of Excellence again 
for 2012-2013.  We have recruited several members from outside Texas A&M University as well as 
several from Texas A&M. We have sent in a bid to host the 2015 Texas/Louisiana Division Annual 
Meeting and will find out who will receive the bid at the T/L Division Annual meeting in Austin this 
month. We held a very successful APD conference in April 2013 and our committees were all out-
standing.  
 
I want to thank each and every member who has served on a committee or served as a committee 
chair.  Each of you did an excellent job. I also want to thank each officer for their dedication to 
upholding their office.  Finally I want to thank each member for making our Bryan-College Station 
Chapter of IAAP the truly outstanding chapter that it is.   
 
For those of you who were courageous enough to present at one of our chapter meetings, I take 
my hat off to you. Each of you did a wonderful job and I hope that it was a growing experience for 
you.   
 
We have a new slate of incoming officers this year that will be presented for election at our May 
chapter meeting. I encourage you to work with them and I know that they will bring some new 
and exciting ideas to the chapter. 
 
My main focus this year was to make our chapter a place where each member could grow, feel 
welcomed and accepted, and extend this to others around them. I have seen a lot of new growth 
in our chapter members and I want to stress how important it is to become active in the chapter. 
 
I am wishing each and every one of you faith to believe in yourself and those around you, peace in 
time of turmoil, a wonderful joy for living, and love both received and shared. All the best to each 
you in 2013-2014. 
 
From your President 2012-2013, 
Jan McCoy CAP/OM 

Jan McCoy 

President 2012-13 

Volume 8, Issue 6                                                                     May/June 2013  
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B-CS IAAP Chapter Meeting 

General Services Complex (GSC) 
750 Agronomy Road 

College Station, TX  77843 

Mobile Devices and the Office 

Date: 21 MAY 2013 
Time: 5:30 PM – 7:30 PM 

Please join us for our May Chapter Meeting.  Ms. Denise Vajdak, 

CAP-OM will be presenting “Mobile Devices and the Office.”  This 

program has been approved for (1) recertification point. 

The cost to attend is $5 for the program or $10 for the program 

and a meal. 

If you would like to attend, please visit our website at 

www.iaap-bcs.org to register.  Please make sure to RSVP by Friday, 

May 17 by 12 noon. 

Please remember that an RSVP made to attend the Chapter 

Meeting is a payment due.  The only exceptions will be for those 

who contact the Treasurer, Rosie Schoenfeld at 

r-schoenfeld@tamu.edu to cancel their RSVP 24-hours before the 

Chapter Meeting. 
Bryan-College Station Chapter of IAAP 
P.O. Box 1881 
College Station, TX  77841-1881 
www.iaap-bcs.org  
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B-CS Chapter Officers for the 2013-2014 year will be elected at the 

May 21 Chapter meeting. The nominees are: 

 

President: Laura Jackson, CAP-OM 

President-Elect: Flora Reeves 

Vice President: Nikki Cavender 

Secretary: Judy Pruitt 

Treasurer: Rosie Schoenfeld  

  
Only current B-CS Chapter members are eligible to vote and they must be in attendance at the 

meeting.  Nominations will be taken from the floor, but they must be seconded by two members. 

 

 
 

Core Values of IAAP 
 

 

Integrity: We demonstrate this cornerstone of our profession 

through honesty, accountability and high ethical standards.  

 
Respect: We create respect within our profession and association 

through listening, understanding and acknowledging member feed-

back.  

 
Adaptability: We ensure the success of our association by embracing 

positive change and by nurturing diversity, creativity and visionary 

thinking.  

 
Communication: We cultivate and maintain excellence by remaining 

approachable at all levels, communicating openly and building strong 

relationships.  

 
Commitment: We are steadfast in our goals to develop learning   

opportunities for career-minded administrative professionals and to 

strengthen efficiency and effectiveness.  
 

www.iaap-q.org/about 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“TOOLS  

TO BE 

THE ONE” 
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APD CONFERENCE 

 

APRIL 25, 2013 
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Take Time 
 
Many of us try to be organized.  Each day, we begin with a “to do” list in our at-

tempt to get it all done and especially not to forget anything time sensitive or im-

portant.  We wake up each morning ready to tackle the day, but some days there 

are just not enough hours to get it all done. So, we wake up the next day, and at-

tempt the same process again.   

 
This was my daily routine until a few weeks ago, when a sudden, unexpected medical condition stopped me 

in my tracks.  While in my hospital bed, I had the perfect opportunity to take time to re-evaluate what was 

really important to me.  Slowing down and taking time to enjoy life became very important. 

 

Below are some suggestions on how to take time for YOU.  Something I personally do more of now.   

 
Take Time to Think – Just take a few moments each day to stop and take time to think.  Think about what-

ever you wish, but preferably something happy or pleasant.  For me, this begins each morning as I sit on the 

side of my bed.  A few deep breaths and time to think about the day ahead and what a great one it will be.  

Positive attitude is everything.  Then at the end of the day, on that same spot of the bed, I reflect on what 

was accomplished.  Even if everything did not get done, that is okay.  It will be there tomorrow.   

 

Take Time to Meditate – We live much of our life in a rushed state, responding to events and to people in 

automatic and routine ways most days.  We get so busy that we sometimes forget ourselves.  Meditation 

and/or prayer (whatever works best for you) helps to reclaim your focus.  For me, meditation or quiet time 

happens at various times during the day, depending on what is going on.  Find your quiet time and clear your 

mind. 

Take Time to Love and Be Loved – Send a daily message or text of love and hope to a family member.  I 

enjoy doing this each day to my younger, single sister to let her know I’m thinking about her and that she is 

loved.  My husband and I enjoy playing with the kids next door (ages 3 and 4) and giving them simple, little 

gifts.  The best part is when they run and jump in our arms and give great big hugs.  Of course, that makes 

our day.  I love baking for a young group I worked with each week and they are so eager to test out my new 

treats.  When I was sick, they made the cutest homemade get well cards, came to visit while I was recover-

ing and best of all, brought me a treat.  Wonderful ways to give love and then get it right back. 
 

Take Time to Be Friendly – Being a friend is a wonderful feeling.  Providing someone a hello or smile can 

make the difference.  You might just be that person that makes or breaks their day.  You can have a few 

friends or lots of friends, but treat them all special.  You never know when you will need each other’s sup-

port.  I’m very lucky to have co-workers and friends that are there for me through the good and the bad.  

Open a door for someone or do something helpful for the elderly and enjoy the surprise and/or pleasure 

you see on their face. 

 

(continued on page 12) 
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Member Spotlight: Dawn Ferguson 
Dawn Ferguson, CAP-OM, joined the Bryan-College Station chapter in 2006.  Dawn began 
working for the Texas Forest Service in 2001, and currently serves as a Staff Assistant II 
supporting numerous field staff and office staff with travel arrangements, bills, meeting    
arrangements, reports and anything office-related that will free them up so they can do        
their job. 
 
Dawn has two children: Daughter Jennifer is in the Air Force and stationed in Anchorage, 
Alaska and works as an assistant to the physicians/medics; son Daniel attends the  
University of Houston and is studying psychology. 
 
Dawn enjoys baking and cooking, puzzles, camping, biking, reading, swimming, and  
gardening.  
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Upcoming Bryan-College Station  
Chamber of Commerce  

Business After Hours  
(all held from 5:30-7:00 p.m.) 

 
May 23                                            June 20                                                  July 25 
Wells Fargo            Brenham National Bank      Pebble Creek Country Club 

3000 Briarcrest Drive          2470 Earl Rudder Freeway       1500 Pebble Creek Pkwy 
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Kudos! 

 Corner 

  

Have  some good news? 

Work or wedding anniversary?  

New baby or grandchild? 

Share your news with us and let us  

celebrate with you! 

Send your items to  

Janice-crockett@tamu.edu 

Congratulations to the following members who were nominated for Chapter Member of the 
Year  (CMOTY) or Division Member of the Year (DMOTY): 
 
 CMOTY     DMOTY 
 Susie Billings     Susie Billings 
 Tammy Prater     Laura Jackson 
 Flora Reeves      Tammy Prater 
 Rosie Schoenfeld    Flora Reeves 
       Rosie Schoenfeld 
 

The CMOTY recipient will be announced at the June Chapter meeting.  Tammy Prater is a    
finalist for the DMOTY award, and the recipient will be announced at the May 17-19 Texas-
Louisiana Division annual meeting in Austin. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Bryan-College Station Chapter of IAAP 

 

Do you recognize this picture of maroon bluebonnets? 

It’s the cover photo on our Facebook page!                       

Teresa Peters will be recognized 
for her 20 years of service with 
the TAMU Library System. Em-
ployees honored for their lon-
gevity are treated to a barbeque 
lunch where they receive a lon-
gevity check.   

Congratulations to Flora Reeves 
who was one of 17 staff mem-
bers in Transportation Services 
at TAMU to receive the Shining 
Star award. In June, Flora will 
have been employed by the uni-
versity for 31 years.  
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Mentoring –  

We all Need Someone to  

Look Up To 
 

 

 

At some point in our life, each of us has had someone we looked up to, respected and tried to em-

ulate.  This person, whether by design or happenstance, became our mentor.  Maybe it was the 

older gentlemen that lived down the street and grew beautiful flowers and loved to share. It might 

have been the secretary that had been there “forever” at your first job.  She sensed your nervous-

ness and took the time to help you become familiar with the office routine—giving you tips and 

knowledge that enabled you to be successful.  These people were “mentors” and helped create a 

relationship that allowed you to learn, grow and become competent and responsible in areas of 

similarity in your lives.   

 

A mentor can be a coach and a trainer.  A good mentor is credible and maintains confidentiality.  

They are genuinely interested and are a positive role model.  They will share your experiences with 

you, giving you fresh perspectives and insights and helpful feedback.  They acknowledge your ac-

complishments and pass on their knowledge to you. They may not give you all the answers, but 
they will help you learn how to find the answers you seek. 

 

The good mentor’s most valuable skill is listening.  Effective listening is a skill that comes from prac-

tice and a desire to understand the other person.  In order to become an effective listener, you 

must “hear” the main points being given, resist distractions and understand what the other person 

is talking about. 

 

Mentoring is a deliberate act.  An effective mentor will find the time to develop relationships with 

new members.  They will seek out areas of interest and create networking opportunities for the 

person they are mentoring.  They will actively seek to be a positive role model and help you reach 

your career goals. A good mentoring experience can be richly rewarding, not only for the person 

being mentored, but for the mentor too.1 

 

1 www.blueskycoaching.com.au 

 

 

 

Contributed by Judy Pruitt 

 

http://www.blueskycoaching.com.au
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Bryan College Station Members Making a Mark with Habitat for Humanity 
  
As one of our community service projects, the IAAP 
BCS Chapter offered to serve a meal for the Habitat 
for Humanity group on March 23, 2013. The chapter 
was very generous in providing the needed food 
items and money necessary to prepare taco soup 
for the meal.  As in years past, members gathered 
the night before to prepare the soup. Lots of laughs 
and serious cooking was going on in Snook that 
Friday night. 
 
 

(Laura Jackson, Joyce Shaefer and Jan McCoy) 
 
Saturday we woke to a windy, rainy, chilly morning.  We arrived to the crowded neighborhood 
in Bryan to set up for the workers of the Green Family home. The warm taco soup, tea and 
lemonade and cookies were set out in plenty of time.  While we waited for the lunch break 
chapter members chatted with each other and the BCS Habitat for Humanity Volunteer 
Experience and Communications Director, Ryan Pierce. 
 

  
(Flora Reeves)     (Rosie Schoenfeld, Jan McCoy, Laura Jackson) 
 
When the home owners and workers finally stopped to eat, we manned our tables to help 
them get all the goodies available.  There were lots of compliments from all of the workers. 
Comments ranged from, “This is so good! “ to “Wow, we’ve never had hot food before!” Since 
the day was pretty chilly, the taco soup really hit the spot.  We even had workers from some of 
the other home sites “stop by” to see what was making so much commotion in our area.  We  
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served many more than anticipated, and some even came back for seconds and thirds, using 
cups as needed until Jan McCoy arrived with a new supply of bowls. 
 
Our chapter members worked hard to prepare 
and serve the meal.  Rosie Schoenfeld even 
did some dumpster diving to retrieve a 
suitable “trashcan” so we could keep the area 
clean as we served and picked up afterwards.   
 
We received much gratitude and praise for 
staying during the lunch to visit with the 
workers and the homeowner and her children 
instead of dropping off food and leaving.  I 
believe the BCS IAAP chapter made a big 
impact on many people that day. 
           (Laura Jackson, Jan McCoy, Rosie Schoenfeld, 

     Flora Reeves, Ms. Green and her son) 
 
After the work day, I received an email from Mr. Pierce asking if we would be interested in 
working on another project.  We jumped at the chance to be a part of the Habitat for Humanity 
Women’s Build sponsored by Lowe’s.  Our all-woman team will be working in the same 
subdivision putting up external siding on another home on Saturday, May 18.  We hope to be a 
dependable source for the Habitat community on more projects in the future.  I hope you will 
consider joining us in one of these future projects.  
 
Laura Jackson, CAP-OM  
Senior Administrative Coordinator  
BCS IAAP Community Service Co-chair 

 



 

Please join us at our first Chapter Meeting for 2012!  It will be held on January, NN, 2012 at the 

College Station Conference Center.   

 

Please RSVP to tmorrison@mays.tamu.edu and bcsiaap@gmail.com by Friday, October 14, 2011. 

 Take Time (continued) 

 
Take Time to Laugh – When was the last time you had a very deep laugh?  This would be one that caused your 

stomach to hurt or brought tears to your eyes.  A good laugh provides your body with more oxygen and just 

makes you feel better. Laughter keeps our skin looking younger as well.  Now that I have time to watch a little 

more television, I truly enjoy laughing at the characters on The Big Bang Theory.  Laugh with your family and 

friends as often as you can. 

 

Take Time to Give – Giving to others, whether through a meal, money, clothes, etc. can make such a difference.  I 

recently provided a friend with a gift card for helping me out.  She said I didn’t need to do that, but she really ap-

preciated my gift.  It felt good and right to provide her this small token of appreciation.  Giving just a little can real-

ly make a difference to others and also make you feel good too.  

Take Time to Do Charity – Recently, several members from our IAAP chapter provided a Habitat Build lunch.  It 

was cold and dreary that Saturday, but our warm taco soup was a real hit for the workers. We realized we did not 

have a trash bag for used plates, cups and utensils, so I went to the nearby dumpster and found a large box to 

serve as our trash can.  Now my IAAP buddies joke about my next dumpster diving adventure.  It was a fun day 

helping others, strengthening our IAAP friendships and laughing.  I’d do it all over again tomorrow.   

 
Take Time to Relax – Each morning and afternoon, I enjoy standing at my kitchen window that overlooks a bird 

feeder.  It is fun to count how many birds can fit in this large, open bird feeder.  Then, it’s very interesting to 

watch how they toss seeds to the birds feeding on the ground.  Another way to relax for me is sitting outside and 

listening to nature or reading a book.  But, my favorite way to relax and get some self-wellness is a pedicure with 

my daughter and/or sisters.  Find something you enjoy and find a way to relax as often as you can. 

 
Take Time to Sing – Do you sing in the shower or in the car?  I love to listen to the radio and sing along.  It’s a 

good feeling for me and helps to start my day off right.  What better way to use my drive time to work and no 

one makes fun of my singing? My new favorite song is One Day at a Time.   

 
Stop for a few minutes and think about taking some time for YOU.  You are very important and your family needs 

you.  Don’t wait until something happens to take this time, do it now.  We all need to step back and look at what 

is important and not get caught up the daily rush, rush, rush.  Below is a poem that summarizes it all very well.  

 
Take time to think – it is the source of power. 

Take time to read – it is the foundation of wisdom. 

Take time to play – it is the secret of staying young. 

Take time to be quiet – it is the opportunity to seek clear your mind. 

Take time to be aware – it is the opportunity to help others. 

Take time to love and be loved – it is one of the greatest gifts. 

Take time to laugh – it is the music of the soul. 

Take time to be friendly – it is the road to happiness. 

Take time to dream – it is what the future is made of. 

Take time meditate – it is the greatest power on earth. 

There is a time for everything. 

 

 

Contributed by Rosie Schoenfeld 
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       Bryan - College Station IAAP 

Speakers & Topics 

2012 - 2013 

July 17 Make Your Butterflies Fly in Formation, Al Flores, Vice President for Public Relations, Silver 

Tongue Toastmasters Club 

  College Station Conference Center 

 

August 21 Recruiting, Amy Riechman, Owner, Recruited Resumes 

  General Services Complex 

 

September 18 MS Excel Tips & Tricks, Richard Carroll, Trainer, MicroAge 

  General Services Complex 

 

October 16 Leadership and Bosses Day Celebration, Tina Wiggins, CAP-OM 

  T-L Division President 

General Services Complex 

 
November 20 Building Relationships Across Space and Time, Rosie Schoenfeld.  B-CS IAAP Treasurer and 

Flora Reeves, B-CS IAAP Membership Chair 

  General Services Complex 

 

December 6 Annual Holiday Social 

  Longhorn Tavern 

 

January 15 Expanding Your Vision: Seeing Things in a New Way, Jan McCoy, CAP-OM,  

  B-CS IAAP president, and Susie Billings, immediate past president 

  General Services Complex 

 

February 19 Virtual Meetings, Virtual Teams, Valerie Sorenson, CAP-OM, Business Coordinator,  

 Texas A&M Computer Science Department 

  General Services Complex 

 

March 19 Research and Findings on our Work Involving Faculty and Staff Interaction 

  Linda Stelly 

  General Services Complex 

 

April  25 Administrative Professionals Day (APD) Conference 

  The Women’s Club, Bryan  

 

May 21  Mobile Devices and the Office 

Denise Vajdak, CAP-OM, City of Bryan 

  General Services Complex 

 

June 18  2013-2014 Officer Installations and CMOTY Presentation 

  General Services Complex 



www.iaap-bcs.org 

Bryan-College Station Chapter of IAAP 
P.O. Box 1881 

College Station, Texas 77841-1881 

INTERNATIONAL 

ASSOCIATION OF 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

PROFESSIONALS® 

 

Important  

Certification  

Date 

 

 

August 15 

Application deadline 

for November 2, 2013 

exams 

 

http://www.iaap-

hq.org/certification 
 

Officers and Committee Chairs 2012-13 

Have an idea or topic for 

a future newsletter?  

Please e-mail the 

Newsletter Chair at 
Janice-crockett@tamu.edu 

President 
Jan McCoy, CAP-OM 
979-458-0539 
jmccoy@arch.tamu.edu  
 
President-Elect/Programs 
Liz Galvan 
979-458-1210 
lgalvan1984@gmail.com 
 
Vice President/Hospitality 
Teresa Peters, CAP-OM 
979-862-6624 
tdpeters@library.tamu.edu 
 
Secretary 
Judy Pruitt 
979-845-7009 
jpruitt@tamu.edu 
 
Treasurer 
Rosie Schoenfeld 
979-862-3932 
r-schoenfeld@tamu.edu 
 
APD Conference 
Liz Galvan 
979-458-1210 
lgalvan1984@gmail.com 
 
Bylaws 
Janice Walpert, CAP-OM 
979-862-6026 
jwalpert@athletics.tamu.edu 
 
Certification 
Tammy Prater, CAP-OM 
979-845-0099 
tprater@tamu.edu 
 
Community Service/
Sponsorship 
Laura Jackson, CAP-OM 
979-458-6065 
Laura.jackson@teex.tamu.edu  
 
Jan McCoy, CAP-OM 
979-458-0539 
jmccoy@arch.tamu.edu  

Financial Review 
Patsy Luce, CAP-OM 
979-458-8299 
pluce@shs.tamu.edu 
 
Mildred Seaton, CAP-OM 
979-571-1705 
mseaton2@suddenlink.net 
 
Historian/Photographer 
Joyce Schaefer 
979-229-7326 
J-Schaefer@ttimail.tamu.edu 
 
Membership/Education 
Flora Reeves 
979-845-7121 
freeves@tamu.edu 
 
Mentorship/Support Circle 
Judy Pruitt 
979-845-7009 
jpruitt@tamu.edu 
 
Newsletter 
Janice Crockett 
979-862-6649 
Janice-crockett@tamu.edu 
 
Publicity  
Denise Vajdak, CAP-OM 
979-324-8550 
denise.vajdak@gmail.com 
 
Social/Special Events 
Theresa Morrison 
979-845-5839 
tmorrison@mays.tamu.edu 
 
Ways ‘n Means 
Liz Galvan 
979-458-1210 
lgalvan1984@gmail.com 
 
Webmaster 
Linda Stelly, CAP-OM 
979-845-1235 
lstelly@tamu.edu 
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